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I AM HERE
Curated by Katherine Hattam
6 – 27 March 2021

Throughout her life and career, Katherine Hattam has engaged, actively, with the cultural, historical and personal ecology of
feminism. Avoiding overt didacticism, the Melbourne artist has honed a unique visual vernacular that partially uncovers the
gendered ways in which the Western cultural ediﬁce has been constructed. For Hattam, patriarchy is alive and well even now, and –
despite undeniable progress – the art world is still shadowed by this.
In her recent works, Hattam has been incorporating the names of friends, writers, curators and artists (all women) to forge an
alternate nomenclature of art history. Largely inspired by Phillip Guston’s Pantheon (1973), these works include pages from
Penguin classics and modernist textbooks – an emblematic act of recycling that speaks to the need of readdressing historical
gender bias.
The exhibition I AM HERE deepens this tenor of Hattam’s practice and continues the recent cultural current of elevating the voices
of women, such as the #MeToo movement. Curated by Hattam and featuring the work of forty women artists, the presentation
directly responds to the National Gallery of Australia’s Know My Name campaign (which proﬁles 300 artists). While speaking to the
need for sharper visibility of women artists, it celebrates the work of a diverse group of inter-generational women from Sydney,
Melbourne and beyond. I AM HERE heralds a new chapter – a fresh wave rolling towards the not-too-distant horizon where gender
hierarchy is a pale relic of the past. – Elli Walsh, 2021

I AM HERE is supported by Moving Art Australia and presented in conjunction with Art Month Sydney.

I AM HERE
Curated by Katherine Hattam
6 – 27 March 2021

Staying at the beach this January I shared my two-year-old granddaughter’s room. We were getting into our bathers and she asked,
“You got a doodle?”, “No, I have a vagina”, I replied, to which she answered, “Daddy has a doodle, Mummy does not”.
So, there we have it, Luce Irigaray’s This Sex Which is Not One. And the fact that even with signiﬁcant changes in our world we all
still live in a patriarchy.
I see the world through a psychological, psychoanalytic rather than political lens. However, that lens has been complicated and
enlarged by what people talk of as intersectionality - the recognition of the interconnectedness of social groups, the importance of
race and class as well as gender, sexuality and disability in recognising very different experiences of discrimination and
disadvantage. For me, underlying all is patriarchy. There is generational disagreement in this and it is one of the reasons it was
essential to me that the group of artists I chose for this exhibition cut across generations, that it reﬂects the art world I know and
enjoy. Alongside making these women artists names and work visible and known, I want to celebrate them.
People, my education, reading and events have changed my experience of being an artist and my feminism. There is a novel in this
so I’ll limit myself to direct relevance. Don’t trust my chronological order.
Reﬂecting on my recycling, literally, of 1970’s reading, my exhibition Consciousness Raising at Daine Singer gallery appeared in
2014. I invited a group of women to write what they knew about it. In the same year, Fayen d’Evie, Harriet Morgan and I curated a
group of inter-generational artists at TCB Gallery in Melbourne for an exhibition entitled Re-raising Consciousness. Alongside this,
we held discussions on many topics including the beginnings of childcare. The show and events attracted a surprising amount of
attention. There was interest.

In 2017, opening ACCA’s major survey of feminism and women artists, Unﬁnished Business, curator Julie Ewington made important
remarks, rare in opening speeches. She made the point that once you looked, there were many women artists but that was not the
issue. The problem was their invisibility. Deborah Hart and Elspeth Pitt, with Yvette Dal Pozzo, Kelli Cole and Rebecca Edwards who
curated the landmark historical show Know My Name currently on at the National Gallery of Australia, will make those 300
Australian women artists visible and their names known. Ewington pointed out, importantly, that feminist activity in the art world
rises and falls in waves. Exhibitions like Know My Name, Unﬁnished Business, Re-raising Consciousness and I AM HERE arise in
response to the world and at the same time change and shift that world. You can imagine my surprise, champagne glass in hand,
listening carefully, when Julie Ewington, asked “Where is Katherine Hattam?”. I mention this because what she was saying referred
not so much to me, nice as that was, but to the fact that a show like Re-raising Consciousness installed by us in an artist run
space like TCB is able not only to respond to a moment but can alter, improve that moment, revive public interest and by its very
existence energise further action.
Elvis Richardson’s blog The CoUNTess, many years of sheer hard and persistent work, documented the unemotional facts of
inequality in the treatment of women artists as opposed to their male counterparts. Discovering it, for me, was a light bulb
moment. It has been incalculably signiﬁcant. I ﬁrst heard it mentioned by writer Sophie Cunningham when she gave a wide-ranging
talk on gender inequality in the arts. She, with Aviva Tufﬁeld and others (including Ellen Koshland who is in this show) were
instrumental in setting up the Stella Prize for literature, in response to a Miles Franklin Literary Award short-list being all male.
In a different way, Nat Thomas’ blog, Natty Solo, has been a force for change. Not risk-averse, she has revealed the underbelly of
the art world, it’s secrets and some awful stuff, but avoiding (just) being sued. It is not only accurate but funny as well.
Inspired by the success of the Stella Prize, Elvis Richardson, Virginia Fraser and I set out to establish a prize for women artists.
It’s sad remembering that as I write this on 31 January 2021, it was only two days ago I discovered Virginia had died. I was about
to text her after not seeing her during COVID to suggest we meet for a coffee (for me) and green tea (for her). It was an
enlightening couple of years working with Elvis and Virginia, meeting up with directors and talking over the subtleties of feminism
and extraordinarily interesting facts around gender discrimination. She is a great loss.
But there are others who have been important. John Cruthers, the Sheila Foundation and my two sisters in their different
characteristic ways. Frances through her psychoanalytic glasses and Victoria, Professor of Political Science at the New School in
New York, who introduced me to the late Ann Snitow. As part of a consciousness-raising group in Manhattan that also included
writer Shulamith Firestone, they also recorded their sessions. What interests me about such feminists is that they recognised the
signiﬁcance of what they were doing. An exhibition such as this one affords us an opportunity to celebrate all those artists who
agreed with my wish to contribute and also to make the artists, their names and their work public and documented.
I want to thank Ali Yeldham, director of Arthouse Gallery who had the idea to do this show, and her wonderful staff, for the
opportunity to put I AM HERE together. It has been a memorable, educative and fun experience choosing the artists and their work.
Thank you all for your generosity and trust in the project. I would also like to extend a thank you to Alice Wormald for her
administrative assistance. More than pretty much anyone I want to thank artist and photographer Clare Rae, also a participant in I
AM HERE, for her documentation of mine and others work and for her patient and skilled editing and vital IT support.

I AM HERE is dedicated to the friendship of Virginia Fraser. – Katherine Hattam 2021

JO BERTINI
The desert places I have been fortunate to know intimately and deeply are sacred sites, sites of
transformation, liminal spaces where we move from myth into culture and back into myth again.
My paintings are a type of love song to these desert places, resonating with the complex mystical
quality of these places.
Jo Bertini’s paintings traverse well-worn landscapes in an exploration of the true nature of wilderness. Drawing from the traditions
of artists on scientiﬁc and ecological survey expeditions into the most remote and inaccessible regions, Bertini celebrates her long
and intimate engagement with the desert. Her work bears witness to natural and human histories of nomadism observing the
seasonal rhythm of landscapes and the people connected to them. With loose yet reﬁned brushwork, she ﬁnds a balance between
simple and complex, rescuing beauty from desolate landscapes.
Award winning painter, educator, writer and desert explorer Jo Bertini, has thirty years of experience as a professional exhibiting
artist and has undertaken many public art commissions and unique international artist residencies. Her works are held in a
number of prominent public collections in Australia and internationally, including Artbank, National Museum of Australia and the
National Portrait Gallery and she has had work curated in hundreds of solo, group and touring exhibitions throughout Australia,
China, Malaysia, the USA and India. Over the course of her highly successful career, Bertini has also been a ﬁnalist in numerous
art prizes, including the Portia Geach Memorial Award (2017, 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012, 2009, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2004), Wynne
Prize (2015), Tattersalls Art Prize (2015, 2014), Calleen Art Award (2014, 2013), Mosman Art Prize (2014, 2013, 2011, 2007,
2006, 2004, 2002, 2001) and Sulman Prize (2011, 2010). Jo Bertini is represented by Arthouse Gallery, Sydney. Full CV here.

JO BERTINI

Songlines
oil on French polyester canvas
104 x 104 cm (framed)
$9,500
⬤

SARAH BRASIER

SARAH BRAISER

Punishment
acrylic on wood
34 x 27 cm (framed)
$1,680

Sarah Brasier is a current Gertrude Contemporary studio artist. She is interested in friendship as a creative motivator and aims to
build a supportive community of people in the art world. Each of Sarah’s paintings might be viewed as a still frame from a life-long
feminist revenge tale, punctuated by moments of despair, happiness and simple pleasures. These psychodramatic scenes
incorporate astute observations, absurdist thoughts and draw on personal histories. She employs bright colours and humour to
offset the work’s often dark origins. Read Nat Thomas’s statement on Brasier’s work here.
Sarah is a Melbourne based artist involved in many curatorial projects including founding the Winter1706 art fair, which presented
a series of exhibitions by emerging artists across a suite of vacated apartments on St Kilda Rd in Melbourne. This was followed by
two more shows in the ‘Winter’ exhibition series: WNTR Echo Location ; 170 Russell Car Park, Melbourne, Australia (2016) and
WNTR x Gertrude; Became; Becoming; Becomes ; Gertrude Contemporary, Studio 12 (2017).
She holds a Bachelor of Fine Art and graduated from the Victorian College of the Arts in 2018. Full CV here.

SARAH BRAISER

Dreams
acrylic on wood
65 x 95 cm (framed)
$2,800

SARAH BRAISER

Fuck Buddies
acrylic on wood
34 x 27 cm (framed)
$1,680

SARAH BRAISER

Justice
acrylic on wood
34 x 27 cm (framed)
$1,680

SARAH BRAISER

Revenge
acrylic on wood
65 x 95 cm (framed)
$2,800

NADINE CHRISTENSEN

NADINE CHRISTENSEN

Sample (detail)
acrylic on board
60 x 50 cm
$5,100

Nadine Christensen is a multidisciplinary artist who depicts elements of nature, alternate modes of perception and subtle changes
in environment. Christensen is interested in the relationship and complexities between natural and man made environments.
Using the canvas as her space to explore these opposing worlds, Christensen plays with dimensions and perspective where
illusion and reality intertwine.
With narrative elements, Christensen encourages the viewer to challenge and question what they see and how they understand
and interpret the visual landscape. Objects and insects of ﬂight feature heavily in her works, transcending the plane of the canvas
appearing as if they could take ﬂight at any moment. Movement and energy versus objects that are stationary and still are at
constant play in her work.
A Melbourne based artist, Christensen’s work is part of several national and state collections including the National Gallery of
Victoria and Monash University. A recipient of various awards including the R&M McGivern Prize in 2019, she is also a lecturer at
the Victorian College of the Arts, University of Melbourne.
Since graduating from the Victorian College of the Arts in 1998 Christensen has held solo exhibitions at galleries in Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide and Canberra and has participated in group, curatorial and collaborative projects across Australia and
internationally, including Tokyo, Los Angeles, Tijuana, Paris, Turin (Italy), and Venice. She participated in Silenzi, a once only
residency and exhibition at the Prigioni de Palazzo Ducale in Venice and was awarded the Australia Council Studio in Los Angeles.
Nadine Christensen is represented by Sarah Scout Presents, Melbourne and Hugo Michell Gallery, Adelaide. Full CV here.

NADINE CHRISTENSEN

Sample
acrylic on board
60 x 50 cm
$5,100

RENEE COSGRAVE

I’m interested in tension and rhythm in painting. This process of painting now reminds me of how
Māori weavings are constructed, you need to remain relaxed and enjoy the process so tension
remains the same through the work.
Cosgrave’s practice explores her cultural identity through abstract painting. Her paintings investigate colour, pattern and repetition.
For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Cosgrove has included a work that was made over many years, where the artist applied lines of
random colour to the linen support. Her works often employ repetition and are painted from left to right, then top to bottom similar
to reading a book or handwriting. Many of the artist’s recent works are inspired by colour palettes found on tribal lands or
signiﬁcant sites to her Whānau (family). During the lockdown Renee was unable to create oil paintings and instead focused on
learning Te Reo Māori (language), Karanga (ceremonial call by Māori women) and Māori weaving online.
Renee Cosgrave is a Narrm (Melbourne) based artist from Aotearoa (New Zealand) of Māori and Pākehā (Scottish/Irish) descent.
Cosgrave was a ﬁnalist in the Bayside Acquisitive Art Prize (2019) and Redlands Konica Minolta Art Prize (2018). In 2019
Cosgrave was the recipient of the MECCA M-Power NGV Arts Mentorship and her work is held in both private and public collections
in Australia and New Zealand. Full CV here.

RENEE COSGRAVE

Lines
oil on linen
122 x 102 cm
$3,700

MATILDA DAVIS

MATILDA DAVIS

The Massacre of the Innocent
oil on linen
46 x 36 cm
$1,900

Matilda Davis’ works are personal constructions imbued with peculiar characters, lush darkness and latent narrative. Extending
from the magical realism genre, complex psychological landscapes composed of particular lexicons come together with forms of
molten ﬂuidity.
These two new paintings featured in I AM HERE show a turn of focus – architecture structures dominate and life is hidden in
works that straddle the real and the unreal. Manere (the Latin word ‘to dwell’) is a deconstructed study of place. This work was
made through rumination on the nature of home, considering its hospitality and the process of personal homemaking. At the same
time, a feel of disembodiment pervades; doors ﬂoat adjacent to the stairs and windows look out into emptiness and dead ends
eventuate.
Drawing her inspiration from a variety of sources, Davis inspired by female artists associated with surrealism – such as Leonora
Carrington, Florine Stettheimer and Frida Kahlo – who share her penchant for creating personal worlds, while her colour palette at
times nods to the vibrancy of Matisse and Gauguin. She has become increasingly interested in unpacking symbols, religion and
spirituality and using imagery as a way of mapping out and understanding how they have shaped her world. With a background in
theatre her works have a strong sense of theatrics both thematically and in how she constructs her compositions. Her works are
performative, and she draws elements of this medium at different stages: a script, a draft, a rehearsal and the ﬁnal act.
Matilda Davis is a Melbourne based artist who has won various awards and grants such as the Lionel Gell Foundation Scholarship
and the NGV Women’s Association graduating prize. Full CV here.

MATILDA DAVIS

Manere
oil on linen
46 x 36 cm
$1,900

KATE DORROUGH

The river is a potent historical and cultural emblem embedded in our literature and our inherited
visual language, in these works the river becomes a series of signs or river totems. It is a
language of layered histories.
The practice of Sydney-based artist Kate Dorrough sustains a conversation between paint and clay, launching an inquiry into the
interplay and tension between the gestural mark and the hand built ceramic form. The artist's recent work explores landscape as
metaphor, with its inland river systems a vital source of survival and bestowal of fertility. Dorrough considers the cyclicality of
renewal and destruction that deﬁnes the land, her painterly gestural marks evoking totemic symbols of this enduring landscape.
Dorrough’s work as a painter and ceramicist has led to an extensive career exhibiting work at leading galleries in Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane and Canberra, as well as a number of residencies including La Macina di San Cresci, Italy (2018), Art Vault
(2011), the Hill End Artists Residency (2005), Bundanon Trust (1999) and the Cite Internationale des Arts in Paris (1999). She
has been a ﬁnalist in a number of awards including the Calleen Art Award (2019, 2018), North Sydney Art Prize (2019),
Muswellbrook Art Prize (2019, 2015), Paddington Art Prize (2018, 2012, 2011, 2007), Mosman Art Prize (2012, 2004, 2001,
2000, 1995), Portia Geach Memorial Award (2004, 2001, 1992), Woollahra Small Sculpture Prize (2010, 2008), Sawmillers
Sculpture Prize (2010), Clunes Ceramic Art Award (2010), and was selected for the Australian Ceramics Association Biennial
Exhibition (2014). Dorrough’s work is also held in various public and private collections around Australia, including Campbelltown
Art Gallery, Sony Music Entertainment, Grafton Regional Gallery, Bathurst Regional Gallery and Melbourne Casino. Kate Dorrough
is represented by Arthouse Gallery, Sydney. Full CV here.

Photograph by Jenni Carter

KATE DORROUGH

River Journey
stoneware ceramic with glaze
46 x 29 x 26 cm
$2,900

KATE DORROUGH

Sonnet
acrylic on linen
72 x 60 cm (framed)
$3,200

KATE DORROUGH

River Idol
stoneware ceramic with glaze and mixed media
53 x 38 x 27 cm
$2,900

SAMANTHA EVERTON

Samantha Everton’s tightly choreographed photographs create visual narratives that have profound cross-cultural, sociological and
psychological implications. The artist’s vivid style, described as ‘magic realism’, has a cinematic and surreal quality that pushes
her subjects further and further from reality. They inhabit an uncanny world that is at once familiar and foreign, real and symbolic,
and it feels as though our forgotten dreams have been projected into the picture plain. The unerring integrity of Everton’s
photographic processes and her masterful technical ability have been internationally acclaimed and extensively awarded.
True to the realism of her work, Everton captures her images on traditional ﬁlm using a medium format camera. In Birthday Wish a
well dressed, white-stockinged young lady stands at a wooden table, arms dangling listlessly and face plonked into her ill-fated
masterpiece, as a commanding white swan looks on in disbelief.
Everton is reluctant to explain the narrative content and underlying symbolism in the works, preferring that the viewer respond from
a personal perspective. “My images are a snapshot, mid-moment, they don’t begin or end,” she says. “It leaves you to your own
imagination, to draw your own conclusions.”
Samantha has been a ﬁnalist in many awards such as the 6th Annual Photography Master Cup, International Colour Awards, Olive
Cotton Photography Prize, Prometheus Art Prize, Px3 Paris International Photography Awards, International Creative Competition,
The Churchie National Emerging Art Award, and the MORAN Contemporary Photographic Prize. Everton is represented by Arthouse
Gallery, Sydney. Full CV here.

SAMANTHA EVERTON

Birthday Wish (S/P)
pigment ink on cotton rag
106 x 118 cm (framed)
$5,200

BELINDA FOX

Drawing from her virtuosic skills as a former Master Printer and fusing together profoundly personal and global concerns, Belinda
Fox’s work lays bare the paradoxes endemic to contemporary human experience. Working in painting, drawing, glass, sculpture,
printmaking and collaboration, Fox examines the volatility of our era, excavating the iridescent beauty that ﬂickers below the
shadowy surface of conﬂict and despair.
Belinda Fox’s recent work was produced in between her home and studio in The Hague, Netherlands. Whilst living in Europe Fox
has sought to collaborate with other local artists. Together with Dutch designer and maker Wilfred Kalf the duo conceptualised

Rising Tide, a cabinet constructed of ash timber that houses Belinda’s seven-panel wrap around painting of undulating waves and
a concertina artist book. Belinda and Wilfred state: “This work is all about the surprise of the interior space. It is a true reﬂection
of the crashing anxieties, the uneasiness abound and a deep desire to harness the chaos and ﬁnd the strength required to
endure”. The physical structure of Rising Tide cradles its painting – it can be opened and observed, or closed off and sheltered.
Belinda Fox has forged an international career showing in Australia, USA, Europe, Hong Kong, Singapore, Korea and Jakarta. She
has received several notable awards including the Paul Guest Drawing Prize (2010), and Burnie Print Prize (2007) and been a
ﬁnalist in the Swan Hill Print and Drawing Award (2018, 2006, 2004) and Fremantle Art Prize Print Award (2007, 2006, 2003). Fox
has taken up many residencies including a sculpture project with Urban Arts Projects (UAP) in Shanghai, printmaking at C.A.P
Studios, Thailand and Skopelos, Greece. Her work is also held in major collections including the AGNSW, NGV, NGA, MAG&M,
Queensland University of Technology Art Museum, Artbank, Fremantle Arts Centre, Print Council Of Australia, Swan Hill Regional
Gallery, Wollongong University, Art Gallery of WA and Kunst Museum Den Haag. In 2016 a monograph of Fox’s practice was
published by Goff editions titled ‘Back to the Start’. Belinda Fox is represented by Arthouse Gallery, Sydney. Full CV here.

BELINDA FOX

Rising Tide
ash wood and clayboard cabinet
50 x 40 x 40 cm
$12,000
⬤

BELINDA FOX

Rising Tide
ash wood and clayboard cabinet
50 x 40 x 40 cm
$12,000
⬤

BELINDA FOX

Fragment XX
watercolour, drawing and encaustic wax on board
20 x 48 cm (framed)
$3,800
⬤

LEAH FRASER

It feels particularly relevant to look at how the threads of science, nature & religion were
intertwined in the past, and how things such as ritual ceremonies, meditations & exercises were
created to connect the internal universe to a larger reality.
Sydney-based artist Leah Fraser creates lyrical paintings and ceramics that engage with history, magic and the unknown. Drawing
inspiration from folk mythologies, diverse cultures and children’s tales, Fraser’s paintings depict shaman-like characters travelling
through mystic lands in search of spiritual metamorphosis. Decorated in ritualistic clothing and plants in a ceremonial splendour,
the ﬁgures have a deep respect for and understanding of the natural world, prompting the viewer to contemplate their own
(dis)connection with nature.
For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Fraser has included a work representative of the moment of connection between the inner and outer
worlds. Leah says of the work ‘She is a woman being held up by the hands of her ancestors. She is the darkness, a cocoon, but
she has the delicacy of a hidden navigation system. She is ﬂying. Longing to return to a primal unity.’
After completing a Bachelor of Fine Arts at the College of Fine Arts, UNSW, Fraser was granted an Art Production Residency in
Arquetopia, Puebla Mexico (2012) and has regularly exhibited throughout Australia in solo and group shows. The artist has also
been a ﬁnalist in a number of awards, including the Blake Prize for Religious Art (2014 & 2009), the Moreton Bay Art Prize (2016)
and the Portia Geach Memorial Award (2017). Leah Fraser is represented by Arthouse Gallery, Sydney. Full CV here.

Image via Bed Threads

Image via Jardan

LEAH FRASER

She shuts her eyes and then she opens her eyes again
acrylic on polyester canvas
141 x 105 cm (framed)
$8,900
⬤

ADRIENNE GAHA

A constant interest in my current work is how the innate qualities of paint relate to the subject
and how surprising the transformations of this subject can be.
Adrienne Gaha’s painting practice moves between ﬁguration and abstraction; between depth and surface; narrative and a refusal of
that narrative. Exaggerating paint’s liquid qualities, the images are painted and then wiped back with solvents, rags and brushes.
Like mirages, the forms seem unstable and transitional; at once, holding shape and dissolving back into paint. It is the oscillation
between these two states that sets up an elemental tension.
Gaha manages to create this play of abstraction and ﬁguration without a deadening irony, or a negation of representation. Rather
she conceives of a space where both the ﬁgurative and the abstract can co-exist. For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Gaha’s Pink Oak is
taken from a small black and white etching of a faun perusing a Nymph beneath a huge oak. The ﬁgures are lost but the Arcadian
scene of light through branches, soft leaves and reﬂections is there. It evokes a dreamlike, liminal place. Conceptual concerns are
embodied in the actual handling of the paint. She manages to balance opposing elements, in a mutually sustaining tension in this
way. But there is no synthesis here. In Gaha’s hands the painted surface is unsettled – unsettling – and as such has an endless
immediacy. It is in this way that she allows the past to become present. Read Brooke Fitzsimon’s text on Gaha’s work here.
Gaha graduated Sydney College of the Arts in 1985 and has exhibited since this time. Her works are held in a number of
prominent public collections in Australia, including Artbank, NGA, Art Gallery of Western Australia, Monash University & University
of Tasmania. Gaha is represented by Kalli Rolfe Contemporary, Melbourne and Martin Browne Contemporary, Sydney. Full CV here.

ADRIENNE GAHA

Pink Oak
oil on linen
92 x 86 cm
$7,500

JEMI GALE

Jemi Gale is an artist and pop girl based in the western suburbs of Narrm (Melbourne) who works with emotions, painting, poetry,
and curatorial practice. Her work consists of emotional responses to overwhelming events, utilising the visual language of
contemporary consumerism to portray deeper truths about human frailty. Often emphasising the social importance of collaboration
she assembles work from the physical and emotional detritus of everyday life. She is clutching onto phallic symbols.
Jemi Gale has a Bachelor of Fine Arts (First Class Honours) from the Victorian College of the Arts and is currently studying a
Master of Art Curatorship at the University of Melbourne. She has held solo exhibitions at Bus Projects and Kings Artist Run in
Melbourne and participated in group exhibitions at West Space, Daine Singer, c3 Artspace, Seventh Gallery, Incinerator Gallery,
Living Museum of the West, The Dax Centre, and Wyndham Art Gallery in Melbourne; and Firstdraft in Sydney. In 2021 she has
collaborative exhibitions at TCB (with Luci Avard, Brayden van Meurs, Aida Azin, Ruby Fitzgerald, Sol Fernandez, Alexandra Nemarič,
Krishan Meepe, Matthew Harris, Levi Neeson, artist name withheld, + Panda Wong), and Seventh Gallery (with Brayden van Meurs);
and is included in group exhibitions at Byron School of Art (in collaboration with Jackie De Lacy) curated by Marian Tubbs, and
Murray Art Museum Albury curated by Serena Bentley; as well as facilitating curatorial projects ‘true colours’ at Bus Projects, and
‘4am ﬂaming arrows’ at Bundoora Homestead Art Centre. Full CV here.

Photograph by Jack Mannix

JEMI GALE (and EN.V)

special princesses part ii (for chloe)
acrylic, oil, stickers (gifted by Chloe Puddin), nail polish, and rose petal on canvas
97 x 82 cm
$900

JENNIFER GOODMAN

My work, as an exploration of true abstraction, is separate from any representational references –
it speaks to the legacy of abstraction but is singular in its vision.
Jennifer Goodman’s work explores abstraction and reaction, creating works that transcend everyday experience through colour,
form and texture. Removing limits such as theme, narrative concepts and structure Goodman’s work is purely intuitive and
introspective searching for balance, tranquility and beauty on the plane of the canvas. It is pure experience without the need for
interpretation. Working in a studio environment, Goodman allows the visual perception of everyday experiences to naturally
transform and evolve through a slow, solitary, sensory process led by colour.
Jennifer Goodman is a Melbourne based artist who has exhibited throughout Australia since 2000. She has completed residencies
at Turner Galleries Art Angels Artist in Residence Program (2019) and The Australian Tapestry Workshop (2016) and has received
awards, including the City of Darebin Art Prize, La Trobe University Acquisitive Art Prize and the Bayside Acquisitive Local Art Prize.
Her work has been selected as a ﬁnalist in many prizes including the John Leslie Art Prize (2018), the Bayside Acquisitive Art Prize
(2015, 2016, 2017), the Mornington National Works on Paper Prize (2012) and the Fleurieu Art Prize (2011). Goodman's work is
held in many prominent public and private collections including AGWA, Artbank, Monash University Art Collection, McClelland
Gallery and Sculpture Park, Geelong Art Gallery, Gippsland Art Gallery, University of Western Australia, Murdoch University
Collection, LaTrobe University Art Museum, John Curtin University Gallery, Edith Cowan University and the Embassy of Australia,
Washington. Goodman is represented by Gallerysmith, Melbourne. Full CV here.

JENNIFER GOODMAN

Hush
oil on linen
152 x 102 cm (framed)
$8,500

JULIA GORMAN

Colours come up close to each other, creating a sense of visual vibration. Lines can be sinewy,
tangled and tense.
Julia Gorman is a multidisciplinary artist working in a variety of mediums including sculpture, painting, installation and drawing.
Using colour to create a sense of rhythm and vibration in the work, Gorman’s works pulse with energy.
Julia has exhibited widely internationally and throughout Australia, showing at major institutions including the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Sydney, National Gallery of Victoria, Geelong Gallery, Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, Art Gallery of
Western Australia, and Heide Museum of Modern Art. Her works are held in the collections of the National Gallery of Victoria,
Monash University and Geelong Gallery, among others. In 2016, she created “The Forties’, the inaugural Inside/Out Commission
for the MCA. This was followed by receiving the MCA Commission for Vivid Sydney in 2017. Recent exhibitions include “Let Things
Slip”, a solo show of paintings at Sophie Gannon Gallery, and “Drawing on the Wall”, a wall drawing exhibition at Deakin University
Gallery, where she created a new large-scale wall drawing in graphic ﬁlm called, “The whole thing”. Julia has been commissioned to
create several permanent public art works in Melbourne, including, most recently, “Opening lines”, for the City of Yarra. Gorman is
represented by Sophie Gannon Gallery, Melbourne. Full CV here.

Photograph by Natalie Jefcott

JULIA GORMAN

Perfect Posture
gesso, spray paint and oil on linen
96 x 53 cm
$3,800

KATHERINE HATTAM

Alongside making these women artists names and work visible and known, I want to celebrate
them.
Underpinned with a feminist subtext, this presentation examines the gendered ways in which the Western ediﬁce of language has
been constructed. Rendered in oil paint and mixed media collage, these works are inspired by a painting long admired by Hattam:
Philip Guston’s Pantheon (1973). Within the walls of Guston’s pantheon sits the trope of the male genius-artist, fortiﬁed by
centuries of tradition. Though they are all important artists, they are not the names Hattam takes into her own studio.
For Our list, Hattam invited 200 writers, curators and artists to email her their three favourite female artists. Enlisting the
compositional framework of Guston’s painting she saturated the picture with these names, forging an alternate nomenclature of
art history. The words burst at the seams of each panel in dense conglomerates, painted over pages from Penguin classics and
modernist textbooks. Each word is colour-coded based on how many times repeated names were mentioned, revealing collective
resonances and the subconscious potency of historical visibility.
Katherine Hattam has exhibited extensively throughout Australia, over a career spanning more than forty years. Her work is held in
numerous major private and public collections including the AGNSW, Heide Museum of Modern Art, NGA, NGV, Artbank, AGSA,
Bendigo Art Gallery, Warnambool Art Gallery, Grafton City Art Gallery, National Bank of Australia, Ian Potter Museum of Art and
Queensland Art Gallery/Gallery of Modern Art. Katherine Hattam is represented by Arthouse Gallery, Sydney. Full CV here.

Photograph by Zan Wimberley

KATHERINE HATTAM

I Am Here
mixed media on paper
126 x 166 cm (framed)
$11,000

KATHERINE HATTAM

Our List
mixed media on paper
284 x 152 cm (unframed)
$15,000

SUSAN HAWKINS

Susan Hawkins uses reclaimed industrial and domestic objects to create assemblage and installations, she has a strong interest
in the potential of things. In her larger works she incorporates motors and sound. She is interested in how these objects reference
forgotten imbedded memory, while playfully altering them to highlight the symbolic bias of our personal and public surroundings.
Born in Gunnedah NSW and now based in Brisbane, Susan Hawkins is a interdisciplinary artist who has been exhibiting across
Australia for ﬁve years. Hawkins graduated from the Queensland College of Art in 2014 with a Bachelor of Fine Art. Hawkins had
her ﬁrst solo show at Blindside, Melbourne in 2016. In 2017 she was the artist in residence at Metro Arts, Brisbane, and
exhibited her second solo show The Remainder. Hawkins has been a ﬁnalist in the Redland Art Awards, The Gold Coast Art Prize
and the The Willoughby Sculpture Prize. Full CV here.

Photograph by Thomas Oliver

SUSAN HAWKINS

The Navigator
breadboard, timber off cuts, metal, rubber
50 x 15 x 30 cm
$800

CHRISTINE HEALY

My imagery is often based in landscape with recognisable elements that invite the viewer to
connect with the work. I use binaries (eg chaos/order, density/transparency) in seeking a visual
“gestalt” where the sum is bigger than the mark making parts.
Christine Healy is a Melbourne based artist whose works explore struggles of humanity and being part of the Earth through
abstract forms and ﬂuidity of colour. Depicting in-between moments of time, shifts in mood and atmosphere a process of mark
making occurs across the canvas. There is no formality in viewing the work, rather it is a sensory experience unique to each
individual.
Her work for I AM HERE titled Lament, a word often used to describe a passionate, dramatic sense of grief often expressed by a
woman. The complications and limits of labelling women as highly emotional, an age old sexist myth, as an interference to their
power, intelligence and potential is explored in the work. The ﬂurry of colour, broad brushstrokes of mark making lay claim to the
canvas, expressing a dominance of expression and grief, rather than a weakness.
Healy holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts with Honours and a Master of Fine Arts from RMIT University. Her work is part of various
collections including Artbank and Pricewaterhouse. She has won several awards, and exhibited widely across Australia. Christine
Healy is represented by Kalli Rolfe Contemporary Art, Melbourne. Full CV here.

CHRISTINE HEALY

Lament
oil on linen
81 x 81 cm (framed)
$6,500

FIONA HISCOCK

FIONA HISCOCK

Royal Park Refuge (wrens)
ceramic
38 x 22 x 22 cm
$2,200

I am passionately interested in depicting Australia's native environment, particularly at a time
when it appears under threat from climate change, bushﬁre and our expanding human footprint.
Fiona Hiscock’s practice emerges from the historical tradition of utilitarian ceramics which draws decorative inspiration from
nature. Using the vessel as a surface for painting and narrative, the works are studies of particular locations and locally
indigenous plants. The forms are hand built and painted with a porcelain slip to provide a luminous painting background. Through
increased scale these vessels are given an importance not usually found in our everyday lives. For the exhibition, I AM HERE,
Hiscock has created two works inspired by the parklands in her local urban area accessible to her during Melbourne’s extended
lockdown period. During this time Hiscock observed the same trees throughout the changing seasons, noting the onset of each
new cycle and the birds who made the trees their home. The works convey her respect and reverence for the natural environment,
highlighting the sense of consolation nature provides as a sustaining life force. She is aware that this land has been cared for
and nurtured over thousands of years by the ﬁrst Australians, and celebrates the tenacity of native species in urban as well as
rural landscapes. By painting this subject matter, she hopes to heighten our awareness of the need to protect our unique world.
Hiscock studied Fine Art History at Melbourne University in 1986 and Fine Art Ceramics at RMIT in 1991. Since then, she has
completed a Post Graduate Honors Degree in Fine Art (ceramics) at RMIT. Her works are represented in numerous public
collections, among them Parliament House, Ballarat Fine Art Gallery, Sheparton Art Gallery, Powerhouse museum and Gold Coast
City Art Gallery. Fiona Hiscock is represented by Maunsell Wickes Gallery, Sydney. Full CV here.

Photograph by Chris Sanders

FIONA HISCOCK

Royal Park Refuge (pardalote family)
ceramic
43 x 22 x 22 cm
$2,300

FIONA HISCOCK

Royal Park Refuge (wrens)
ceramic
38 x 22 x 22 cm
$2,200

NAOMI HOBSON

I’m using the medium to tell real stories that I feel don’t get told … I want people to see who our
youth really are; fun, playful, smart, savvy, proud, adventurous & witty.
Naomi Hobson is a Southern Kaantju/Umpila painter, ceramicist and photographer who lives in Coen, a small town of 360 people
in the centre of Cape York Peninsula in far north Queensland. Inspired by her direct environment, Hobson’s works express her
ongoing connection to Country and her ancestors’ ties and relationships with their traditional lands.
Through her work, she references her family’s political and social engagements as well as her own personal engagement with her
Country and community. Hobson’s recent photographic series Adolescent Wonderland, featured in the Art Gallery of South
Australia’s Open Hands (2020) exhibition. In this series she is working to empower young people in her community, to encourage
them to be themselves and to celebrate their uniqueness.
Hobson’s family have been active in indigenous land rights and reform movements in the effort to return traditional lands and on
social and economic reforms to her Cape York community of Coen. Through her art, Hobson continues her family tradition of
political and social engagement.
Hobson’s work has been acquired by institutions including the National Gallery of Australia, National Gallery of Victoria, Art Gallery
of South Australia, Queensland Art Gallery of Modern Art, Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory, Bendigo Art Gallery and
Cairns Art Gallery. Hobson is represented by ReDot Fine Art Gallery, Singapore. Full CV here.

NAOMI HOBSON

River Mermaid (ed. 3 of 5)
photographic print on 310gsm cotton rag art paper
70 x 104 cm
$2,750

I’m here with my Mum, she over there ﬁshing. I don’t
feel like ﬁshing. I just wanted to come down the river
to play fun. – Verona

NAOMI HOBSON

Wonderland Girl (ed. 3 of 5)
photographic print on 310gsm cotton rag art paper
70 x 104 cm
$2,750
⬤⬤

I love pink everything, see this, my new makeup stuff
came yesterday, I’m still deciding which pink colour
looks better… what about this colour? – Breanna

NAOMI HOBSON

The Birthday Skirt (ed. 3 of 5)
photographic print on 310gsm cotton rag art paper
70 x 104 cm
$2,750

I love this! Think I’ll wear it to Puchaanu’s birthday
party coming up soon. – Donna

KATE JUST

My visual art practice is primarily focussed on the deployment of traditional craft forms including
knitting, sewing, textiles and photo-media in contemporary art works that question histories of
female and queer representation through the lens of subjective experience.
Kate Just is a multi-disciplinary artist who explores feminism, sexual harassment and violence against women in her work. Highly
regarded for her inventive and political use of knitting in her art practise, Just’s series The Feminist Fan, features feminist icons
and inﬂuences such as Cindy Sherman, Yoko Ono and the Guerrilla Girls as knitted artworks composing over 10,000 stitches. It is
a time intensive act of devotion. Feminist Fan forms an intimate family portrait of feminism and of her own inﬂuences, in which
threads of connection between artists across time periods and cultures emerge.
Based in Melbourne, Just was born in Hartford, Connecticut moving to Australia, she attended RMIT University obtaining a Master
of Arts. She is currently studying her PhD in Sculpture at Monash University. Just has been awarded over forty grants, prizes,
fellowships and residencies. She has exhibited at the Museum of Contemporary Art Sydney, National Gallery of Australia,
ArtSpace, Heide Museum of Modern Art and various galleries in Japan, Finland and across Europe. Full CV here.

Photograph by Ilona Nelson

KATE JUST

Feminist Fan #27 (A portrait of the artist Orlan by Fabrice Lévêque in 1997)
hand knitted yarn, timber, canvas
45 x 38 cm
NFS

KATE JUST

Feminist Fan #34 (Wendy Redstar and Beatrice Redstar Fletcher's Apsáalooke Feminist #2, 2016)
hand knitted yarn, timber, canvas
45 x 45 cm
$3,500

NICOLE KELLY

My desire is to push painting beyond a surface likeness of any subject and into the realm of
poetics.
Nicole Kelly creates paintings that linger between the essence of a subject and the experience of being. Informed by an interest in
literature and the discipline of painting, Kelly’s works cast moments of shared stillness in an atmosphere of light.
For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Kelly has included a studio self portrait painted in the period following her rapid return from France
in 2020. The work is a reﬂection on the way in which lives have been compressed into interior spaces. The work features a
collection of small paintings made prior and an imagined landscape in a self-referential encoding of earlier histories and projected
futures. In many areas in the painting, a purple coloured ground breaks through the open brush marks. This technique is used to
represent rupture between the internal and external realities, that which is within us, and that which is without.
Winner of the prestigious Brett Whiteley Travelling Art Scholarship (2009) and the Hurford Hardwood Portrait Prize (2018), Kelly is
well recognised for her landscape, portraiture and still life painting. She has undertaken residencies in France (2019, 2018, 2017,
2010) and Spain (2016) and has completed major public commissions for the Sutherland and St George Hospitals in Sydney. Her
work has been selected for inclusion in the Lester Prize (2020, 2019, 2018, 2017, 2015), Portia Geach Memorial Award (2020,
2019, 2015, 2014), Salon des Refuses (2020, 2019) and Wynne Prize (2015). Kelly’s work is held in the collections of the Moran
Art Foundation and Lismore Regional Gallery, among others. Kelly is represented by Arthouse Gallery, Sydney. Full CV here.

Photograph by Maria Stoljar

NICOLE KELLY

Night studio (self portrait)
oil on polyester
134 x 109 cm (framed)
$7,500
⬤

ELLEN KOSHLAND

This work reﬂects my deep interest in relation between words and seeing, how the names we
apply to the world affect how we see it.
Ellen Koshland uses a variety of mediums in her practice including photography, screen printing, paint and text.
For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Koshland has included a work exploring language. Cultivate is a word appearing in many contexts:
cultivate the soil, cultivate respect, to be cultivated, or to be un-cultivated implying sophistication or ignorance. In Australia
“un-cultivated” has particular resonance. White colonists saw the land as uncultivated and used this as a reason to deny ﬁrst
nation people the right to country. Yet time has shown how damaging many white European methods of cultivating are – tree
clearing, hard hooved animal importation, fossil fuel mining and how much, instead, can be learned from indigenous understanding
of land and eco management.
Koshland lives in Melbourne, Australia, having moved from the United States in 1973. She holds an Honorary Doctorate of
Education, Swinburne University. Koshland is the founder and director of The Poet’s Voice, an organisation that curates major
public events of listening for Melbourne Writers Festival, Wheeler Centre, National Museum of Australia. It is her strong interest in
poetry and the written word that inﬂuences her art practise. Ellen has been presented with many awards including the Victorian
Honour Roll of Women (2017). CV here.

ELLEN KOSHLAND

Cultivate
hand printed screen, water based pigment on canvas
125 x 175 cm
$8,000

JENNA LEE

These works seek to reclaim the act of recording, translating and listing of words.
Jenna Lee is a mixed race Larrakia, Wardaman and Karajarri, Asian (Japanese, Chinese, Filipino) and Anglo Australian woman
whose contemporary art practice explores the transformation of the colonial printed word. Lee’s work incorporates sculpture,
installation, weaving, moving image, photography and projection.
For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Lee has created a collection of objects which explore the transformation of the printed word through
the ritualistic acts of destruction and reconstruction. The artist states “While simultaneously being dispossessed from our land
and waters, and having children stolen, our words were served up with no connection to people or place in the form of ‘Aboriginal’
word-list dictionaries”. In these works Lee recontextualises these dictionaries breaking them down to their raw materials and
reforming them in a reclamation of the agency and authority over the listing of words. Presented in the form of coolamons and dilly
bags the works offer a translation of a self-determined language of cultural importance.
Lee was the recipient of the Wandjuk Marika 3D Memorial Award at the Telstra National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art
Award (2020), amd was a ﬁnalist in the Ravenswood Australian Women’s Art Prize (2020) and as well as The Libris Artist Book
Prize (2020). In 2019 Lee was the recipient of the Australia Council’s Young and Emerging Dreaming Award, presented at the
National Indigenous Arts Awards as well as one of 10 ﬁnalists in the prestigious John Fries Award for emerging and early career
artists. Lee is represented by MARS Gallery, Melbourne. Full CV here.

Photograph by Jade Florence

JENNA LEE

Paper Bark Coolamon
pages of ‘Aboriginal Words and Place Names’, bookbinding thread and varnish
14 x 25 x 15 cm
$850
⬤

JENNA LEE

Paper Dilly Bags
pages of ‘Aboriginal Words and Place Names’, bookbinding thread and varnish
29 x 24 x 17 cm (dimensions variable)
$1,200
⬤

MOYA MCKENNA
Moya McKenna became known in the early 2000s for works that were often spoken of in terms of still life: images painted from a
bricolage of forms arranged atop a simple wooden chest of drawers. Wilting sunﬂowers made a regular appearance; so too did a
pair of cast wax arms but to call the images still lives belied their oddness. McKenna’s arrangements were at times set out
against the interior of a room, they were just as often placed amongst other, more surreal imagery drawn mostly from found
photographs: a mountain pass, perhaps, or a staircase ascending towards a long corridor lined with closed doors. Certain images
reappeared regularly enough to mark them as motifs; these, in turn, slowly shifted and changed as one loose series of paintings
became another.
The most recent series A Zebra Returns, ﬁrst exhibited in 2019 continues to evolve. It developed from an image sourced on the
Internet of a lion devouring a zebra. Chewing teeth, zebra stripes, a rib cage, ﬂesh and a beach ball populated these ﬁrst paintings,
taking on different incarnations and roles in each work. With an ambiguous rendering of predator and prey, they ruminate on
complexities of nurture, nature, play and motherhood.

End of the Lion is a new painting made during 2020, a further step for the series A Zebra Returns. Painted gestures blur the real
with the imagined. The composition is ﬂattened and light shimmers across its bold forms. Zebra stripes pulsate occupying the
majority of the canvas with the exception of the lower left corner, where a lion is looking upwards with its jaw ajar. There are two
zebras, a mother zebra whose sweeping arc encapsulates and nurture’s her young from behind. The young zebra is in the frontal
plane, between us the viewer and the mother. The mother protects life as she contains and nulliﬁes the lion.
McKenna is a Melbourne based artist who has exhibited extensively across Australia, with her artworks in the collection at the
Museum of Contemporary Art Sydney, National Gallery of Victoria and the Art Gallery of New South Wales. Full CV here.

MOYA MCKENNA

End of the Lion
oil on canvas
87 x 97 cm
$8,000

MARLEE MCMAHON

MARLEE MCMAHON

Slopes
oil on canvas
58 x 22 cm (framed)
$1,400

Developing her ideas through the act of painting, Marlee McMahon creates abstractions that have a likeness to graphic signage or
architectural features, both visual qualities that are seen in urban environments. McMahon considers a parallel between the
practice of painting and the act of walking. She recognises both as a slowed-down and repetitive act, whereby taking a long walk,
or layering a painted surface allows a space for contemplation.
In this exhibition McMahon has included two works which consider the entire surface of the painting, responding to both the
perimeter of the canvas and the area beyond it. In Slopes a divide between narrow canvases becomes part of the overall
composition as forms intersect across both panels. In Gliding, McMahon considers previously painted layers on the canvas by
leaving ridges of paint visible.
McMahon has recently presented her work with STATION and Bowerbank Ninow (New Zealand). She was awarded the Cranbourne
Fellowship for the British School at Rome (2019), and recently received the Samstag Scholarship to study a Masters program at
the Piet Zwart Institute, Rotterdam (2021). Full CV here.

MARLEE MCMAHON

Gliding
oil on canvas
23 x 27.5 cm (framed)
$1,000
⬤

HARRIET MORGAN (MILITARY POSITION)

This is the story of this woman’s mind and how it functions preparing for war.
Melbourne artist Harriet Morgan, known as Military Position, is a musician, curator and artist who explores themes of subjugation,
sexuality and non-conformity.
In order to really reﬁne the practice I had to play many local and interstate shows at various venues and developed this
character- a woman scorned by various traumas in her earlier years who is now retaliating through such ideas as mental
illness, female subjugation and power roles and the exchange between Australian men and women that I witnessed
growing up and experienced myself as an Australian girl in the 1980s and 90s. The sheer misogyny and intensity of
power and control dynamic feeds through to my personal life in being a dominatrix. I use such themes in my live
performance as military costume, latex and such props as chains and knives to create noise. Military Position is a
representation of the opposite of the idea of a ‘perfect victim’. This is retaliation and defence in the form of a noise and
rhythmic experience, highlighting the sense of loss and constant anger trauma puts you under and how one deals with
that as a woman who is normally expected to be calm, demure and graceful. – Harriet Morgan (Military Position)

Military Position has been active for seven years and has toured regionally between 2015 to 2019. In 2010 Harriet Morgan was
included in the Vivid Festival at the The Sydney Opera House by invitation of the curator, Lou Reed. She has exhibited with Neon
Parc (2017) and the Art Gallery of Tasmania (2017). In 2017 Military Position toured Europe playing venues in the UK, Sweden, the
Czech Republic, and Finland. Full CV here.

These are women torn – into pieces.
A mind sliced into the feeling of being broken.
Whether it’s slowly or from a quick incident.
A moment in time.
They are broken.
Without Freedom.
And admired at times only for beauty.
In reality.
This is the story of this woman’s mind and how it functions preparing for war.
The colours are the blood and the split is their brain.
The pieces of their hearts are dead and growling as they take their last stance
of any suggested power they ever had.
That often decreases into a loss of power.
They are naked or partially naked and waiting for all to admire.
Their nudity reads “consent given”.
They do not feel bad about taking money for the exchange of money for a
someone to touch
Or in some cases - deﬁle them.
Assault them.
Hit them.
Rape them.
Murder them.
This is the risk they take for their own freedom.
But freedom is money.
And trauma is painful.
But to make money from pain is the perfect revenge.
The offenders will get theirs as the universe plays out in it’s differing ways.
This is a statement of loss and of the beauty found in it.
The strength of someone scorned.
Of abuse and the notion of recovery once something is broken.
Their minds are split and they are ripped apart.
It is exhausting but it is their path.
Dark and often inescapably bad for trusting that love is true.
Harriet Morgan (Military Position)

HARRIET MORGAN (MILITARY POSITION)

Untitled I – IV
mixed media on paper
29.5 x 21 cm (each)
$300 (each)

KENDAL MURRAY

Kendal Murray’s miniature sculptures stage dream-like narratives that transport us to a place of wishful thinking, where we are
invited to play, imagine, and fantasise about possibilities outside the reality of the everyday. Found objects such as tea cups and
saucers, mirrored compacts and grass covered purses are used as eccentric stages for her tiny characters to enact a range of
playful and dramatic scenarios. Each tableau vivant in miniature is imbued with social, symbolic and personal meanings that entice
us to invest our own desires into the pleasurable outcomes of the stories being told, while offering a mirror to our idiosyncrasies.
For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Murray has created a work composed of readily identiﬁable everyday objects to prompt a range of
narrative associations. In Sleeping Beauty, On Duty, a ﬁgure rests amongst a ﬁeld overrun with wild growth. Vacant windows and
abandoned door are caught in the trees. A caretaker dutifully tends to the weeds all the while the ﬁgure sleeps. In this whimsical
work Murray explores the links between interiority and the performance of social knowledge as well as themes of beauty, the
gendering of memory and notions of self-image.
Murray has had numerous solo and group exhibitions nationally and her work is held in public and private collections in Japan,
Hong Kong, New Zealand, UK, New York and Australia, including the Powerhouse Museum, Goulburn Regional Gallery, Coffs
Harbour Regional Gallery, University of Western Sydney, University of New South Wales and the Commonwealth Bank Collection.
She has been the recipient of several awards including the Deakin Small Sculpture Prize (2015) and the Beowulf Award in the
Woollahra Small Sculpture Prize (2015), a prize she has been a ﬁnalist in numerous times (2015, 2014, 2013, 2012, 2010,
2004, 2001). She holds an MA (Hons) in Visual Art and is currently an Adjunct Fellow in Design at the Western Sydney University.
Murray is represented by Arthouse Gallery, Sydney. Full CV here.

KENDAL MURRAY

Sleeping Beauty, On Duty
mixed media assemblage
13 x 14.5 x 13 cm
$4,500
⬤

JAHNNE PASCO-WHITE

Jahnne Pasco-White’s abstract practice is characterised by the labouring of delicate supports, exploring both the material and
temporal limits of paint(ing).
In this exhibition Pasco-White has included a work exploring inter-giftedness. For the artist the notion of inter-giftedness offers a
prism with which to how kinship is made and unmade. Pregnancy, birthing and breastfeeding have given way to the task of
parenting, that is as challenging as it is generative. A privilege that is not afforded to everyone. To make sense of it all—as a
mothering artist—she returned to a passage from an essay by Myra Hird, titled ‘The Life of the Gift’, where she states: “This
process—life—is the ﬁrst gift and ﬁrst debt any living organism encounters.” Grounding the ﬂows of inter-giftedness in painting
and drawing explicates her porous processes of exchanged debts and gifts with materials that circulate around and within life
leading her to reconsider the way in which she engages with a material practice.
Pasco-White holds a Bachelor of Fine Art in Drawing from RMIT University (2010) and First Class Honours in Fine Art from the
Victorian College of the Arts (2015). She is currently undertaking a Masters of Fine Art at Monash University and is a student
representative on the Climate Task Force, Monash Art Design and Architecture, Monash University (2020). She has recently
exhibited with STATION, Shepparton Art Museum, Gertrude Glasshouse, Artspace (New Zealand), Nes Artist Residency (Iceland),
910 Lofts (USA). Pasco-White was the winner of the Arthur Guy Memorial Painting Prize (2019), and a ﬁnalist in the Ramsay Art
Prize (2019). She was the recipient of the Art Gallery of New South Wales’ Moya Dyring Memorial Studio scholarship (2018) at the
Cité Internationale des Arts in Paris, and was awarded the Martin Bequest Travelling Scholarship for Painting (2018 – 20) from the
Australian Council for the Arts. She has completed residencies in Germany, Italy, Iceland, New Zealand, and Australia, including at
LIA in Leipzig, the Rome Art Program, and the Icelandic Nes Artist Residency. Jahnne was a Gertrude Studio Artist (2018 –20).
Jahnne Pasco-White is represented by STATION. Full CV here.

Photograph by Amina Barolli

JAHNNE PASCO-WHITE

Inter-giftedness 8
earth pigments, pastel, crayon, linens, cottons, bamboo ﬁbre, soil, sand, rice glue, PVA, canvas, paper on canvas
180 x 129 cm
$9,000

SONIA PAYES

Themes of the interdependence of humanity with nature, and regeneration are central to Sonia Payes’ artistic practice. Her works
incorporate a broad spectrum of techniques and subjects experimenting with photography and 3D manipulation.
For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Payes presents a four-faced matrix, modeled after her daughter, surveying the four natural elements
of earth, wind, water and ﬁre. The dominant female connects the inevitable cycle of birth and death, beginning with the individual
and intertwining the past and present in the future.
Since 2003 Sonia Payes has worked nationally across Australia and internationally, participating in several exhibitions in Shanghai
and a residency in Beijing in 2012. Payes was awarded the McClelland Achievement Prize (2014). Her works have been acquired
by the National Gallery of Victoria, Monash Gallery of Art, McClelland Gallery + Sculpture Park, New Norcia Museum and Art
Gallery, Museum and Art Gallery of Northern Territory, Castlemaine Art Gallery and Historical Museum, City of Melville, Mona Farm
Collection, Curtin University and the Southeast Museum Of Photography in the United States. Payes is represented by Scott
Livesey Galleries, Melbourne. Full CV here.

Photograph by Adam Thomas

SONIA PAYES

Woman, Bronze
bronze
65 x 30 x 30 cm
$19,800

REGINA PILAWUK WILSON

In the small community of Peppimenarti, about 200 kilometres south of Darwin, Regina Pilawuk Wilson is the matriarch. She
founded this settlement in 1973 with her late husband, Harry Wilson, the leader of a group of Ngan’gikurrungurr people who left a
Catholic mission and went searching for a place to live on their traditional homelands.
The women of Peppimenarti have always been weavers, but Wilson was inspired to take up painting after a trip to Noumea for the
Festival of Paciﬁc Arts in 2000. She would ﬁnd her subject matter in the sun mats, message sticks and ﬁsh traps already being
made in the community. To the untutored eye, her dense meshes of closely packed, overlapping lines might look entirely abstract
but Wilson always has a particular object in mind. On canvas, the woven forms take on a cosmic dimension, with thousands of
rippling lines radiating from a central core, or spreading across a surface as a mass of broken rhythms.
Now regarded as one of Australia’s leading Indigenous artists, Wilson has won the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Art Award, and had work exhibited in the US and Europe. – John McDonald, 2019
The painting featured in this exhibition depicts a Syaw (ﬁsh-net), traditionally woven with pinbin (bush vine) by the women and men
of Peppimenarti to capture ﬁsh and crayﬁsh from freshwater creeks and rivers.
Regina Pilawuk Wilson is a Ngan’gikurrungurr woman, senior artist and Cultural Director of Durrmu Arts Aboriginal Corporation.
Examples of her work are held in the collections of the Art Gallery of New South Wales, National Gallery of Victoria, Gallery of
Modern Art (Queensland Art Gallery), The British Museum and numerous private and corporate collections in Australia and
overseas. Regina Pilawuk Wilson is represented by Michael Reid and Durrmu Arts. CV here.

Image via Durrmu Arts

REGINA PILAWUK WILSON

Syaw (Fish-net)
acrylic on linen
100 x 98 cm
$8,250

CLARE RAE

In her photographic practice Clare Rae explores ideas of performance and gesture to interrogate and subvert dominant modes of
representation. Her work is informed by feminist theory and presents an alternate and often awkward experience of the female
body.

Untitled Actions (Checking) was captured in the VCA Artspace gallery and is part of Rae’s PhD research into institutional
architectures, feminist photographic lineages and performative photography. The practice-based project proposes a contemporary
visualisation and critique of the impacts of authoritative space on the female body: institutions, landscapes, public and private
place.
Clare Rae is a Melbourne based artist who is known for her engagement with domestic and institutional spaces which she
explores in her photographic work. Rae has exhibited at the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art (ACCA), National Gallery of
Victoria, Monash University, Abbotsford Convent, Sutton Project Space and Substation, Melbourne. She is currently working on her
PhD at the Victorian College of the Arts. Rae is a founding member of LAST Collective. Full CV here.

CLARE RAE

Untitled Actions (Checking)
silver gelatin photograph
53 x 43 cm (framed)
$2,000

ELVIS RICHARDSON

ELVIS RICHARDSON

Settlement #2
repurposed found gate, steel, powder coating
178 x 95 x 40 cm

Elvis Richardson is a Melbourne based artist, founder of the CoUNTess blog which is now the Countess.Report an online platform
investigating gender representation in the Australian contemporary art world, and publishing a four yearly national data collection
study. Collecting is also the foundation of the artist’s studio based interests where Richardson edits and curates personalised
objects and imagery she extracts from public sources and re-constructs them into new objects that reﬂect on their original context
and purpose in appealing and ironic ways. Richardson’s objects and images disrupt the everyday commodiﬁcation of lifestyle to
satirically expose the promises, disappointments, contradictions and predicaments that we all live with.
For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Richardson’s work Settlement #1, further explores concepts of exclusion, occupation, identity and
gender. The gates candy pink powder-coated surface creates a feminine coat, the thinnest of barriers that protects and covers the
gravity and gravitas embodied by the gates hard metal materials and intended functions and histories.
Recent exhibitions include Force Fields, Kyneton Contemporary Art Triennial (2018); Unﬁnished Business: Perspectives on art and
feminism, Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, Melbourne (2018); Versus Rodin: Bodies across space and time, Art Gallery of
South Australia (2017); CCP Declares: On the Social Contract, Centre for Contemporary Photography, Melbourne (2016); Octopus
15: Lost and Profound, Gertrude Contemporary, Melbourne (2015); and Transmission: Legacies of The Television Age, National
Gallery of Victoria (2015). Richardson has been the director of a number of artist run initiatives including First Draft (96/97),
Ocular Lab (2008/09) DEATH BE KIND (2010/12) and True Estate (2017/18). Elvis Richardson is represented by Galerie
pompom, Sydney and Hugo Michell Gallery, Adelaide. Full CV here.

ELVIS RICHARDSON

Settlement #1
repurposed found gate, steel, powder coating
180 x 90 cm
$13,500
⬤

JULIA STEWART

I like to ﬁnd an in-between; an image that is both recognisable and unrecognisable. To me, these
works speak of time.
Julia Stewart drawing and painting practice features bold colour palettes and strong gestural qualities. Her works depict family
members, domestic settings and landscapes; a contemporary take on the historical genres of ﬁguration and landscape painting.
Helen Frankenthaler said, "a really good picture looks as if it's happened all at once." In these works, Stewart has taken
inspiration from this sentiment depicting her immediate surrounds, painting quickly and instinctively. The paintings have a
deliberate lightness of touch. The gesture of the lines and the materiality of the paint is very apparent. Stewart draws or paints her
subjects again and again until something new arises. These works refer to a snapshot of time as if the painting suddenly came
into being by chance.
Julia Stewart is an artist based in Melbourne and Daylesford. Since graduating from the Victorian College of the Arts in 2016, she
has continued to paint and draw extensively. Full CV here.

JULIA STEWART

These Days
oil and pencil on paper
63.5 x 53 cm (framed)
$1,200
⬤

JULIA STEWART

Darling, I can’t help myself
oil and pencil on paper
43 x 38.5 cm (framed)
$1,200

JULIA STEWART

Things we talk about
oil and pencil on paper
40.5 x 31 cm (framed)
$1,200

ROBYN SWEANEY

There is the perceived landscape, one that is sensed and remembered, and one that is imagined.
The tightly-choreographed paintings of Robyn Sweaney respond to the philosophical and ontological currency of the built
environment. The artist’s preoccupation with the Australian architectural vernacular – particularly from the post war period – is
rooted in an enduring fascination with the physiognomy of cultural identity.
For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Sweaney has included a painting of a modest ﬁbro shack. For many the term beach house brings to
mind a speciﬁc type of building – a small house of a few rooms, located near the beach, many painted in various shades of blue
softened after many years spent in the harsh sunlight. For Sweaney these homes contains elements of the cultural landscape;
representing aspects created by nature and those intentionally altered or designed by people. Considered architecturally
insigniﬁcant and undervalued these houses are now threatened by increasing land value and peoples changing expectations of
housing size and style.
Robyn Sweaney was the winner of the Wynne Trustees’ Watercolour Prize, AGNSW (2019) and has been the ﬁnalist of many major
awards including the Wynne Prize (2019, 2017, 2011), Salon Des Refusés (2018, 2016, 2014, 2013, 2012, 2010, 2009, 2008),
Jacaranda Acquisitive Drawing Prize (JADA) (2018, 2014, 2010, 2008, 2004), Mosman Art Prize (2015, 2010, 2009), Paddington
Art Prize (2015, 2012, 2011, 2010, 2009), Moran Prize (2012, 2011), Portia Geach Memorial Award (2013, 2019), Fleurieu Art
Prize (2013) and the Sulman Prize (2009). Robyn Sweaney is represented by Arthouse Gallery, Sydney. Full CV here.

Photograph by Justin Ealand

ROBYN SWEANEY

Here. Now.
acrylic on board
48.5 x 63.5 cm (framed)
$5,900
⬤

EMILY ISABEL TAYLOR

Emily Isabel Taylor is a visual artist whose practice intersects Modernist principles with twenty-ﬁrst century technologies and
popular culture. Working across diverse media, her work is characterised by the removal and subsequent recombination of digital
surfaces to agitate modernist compositions and forms. Taylor combines principles of collage with artiﬁcial intelligence software to
produce hybrid images which expose the compulsion to react to the steady stream of information that digital media delivers on a
daily basis.
Taylor’s work for I AM HERE, Hot Boredom is an inverted portrait of George Kusunoki Miller’s zentai-wearing character Pink Guy
popularised through the controversial Filthy Frank show that the singer-songwriter has since distanced himself from. In this work, a
black and white photograph of Miller is obscured by geometric shapes that distort into a painted female body, the image
punctuated by beads of sweat.
The fractured planes represented throughout the work foster a sense of dislocation and to comment on the experience of power
structures in online culture.
After graduating from the National Art School in 2017, the Sydney based artist has been involved in various curatorial projects,
exhibitions and has been the recipient of various awards including the Joel Corrigan Memorial Photography Award (2017). Full CV
here.

EMILY ISABEL TAYLOR

Hot Boredom (ed. 1 of 3)
digital print on Illford matte paper
84 x 60 cm
$600

NAT THOMAS
Natalie Thomas is a Melbourne based artist, writer and provocateur whose practice spans performance, paintings and sculpture.
Nat Thomas’s ongoing art blog, nattysolo.com, mashes tabloid reporting of art events with raucous critique of the institutions
involved.
In a recent interview with Art Guide Australia Nat Thomas remarked “I used to be a school teacher, and I think that diagrams are
pretty interesting; you can kind of subvert existing ideas. We live in a pretty male-dominated world, and when you start looking at
diagrams and then look at who came up with the diagram or the theory behind the diagram, it’s generally men.”
For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Nat Thomas has chosen to present a painting and a sculptural piece. In Australian Treasurers (1905
– Present) Nat Thomas offers a simple diagram pointing to the lack of diversity of previous Australian treasurers, this list includes
seven placements for ‘John’, three for ‘Andrew’ and two for ‘Ted’. Katherine Hattam in speaking about the NGA exhibition Know
These Names recently noted “To me, using ﬁrst names for women is sexist. We always talk about male artists by their second
names, why not women?”. In presenting the ﬁrst name of Australian Treasurers Nat Thomas points towards the lack of female
representation in this role and subverts the expectation that men be known by their surname.
Nat Thomas maintains a diverse and independent practice that considers storytelling as the basis of culture. Her work engages
with the mass media and its role in how we see each other and the world. nat & ali (1999 – 2005) was a collaboration with
Alexandra Sanderson, that riffed with riot grrrl strategies. nattysolo.com is an ongoing endurance performance project with an
online outcome. The project uses the form of the social page and archive, fusing gossip and innuendo with biting cultural criticism.
The project is in blog post format and widely read. Nat Thomas’ works have appeared in a variety of culturally signiﬁcant
exhibitions including the National (2019) presented by the Art Gallery of New South Wales. Full CV here.

NAT THOMAS

Marcel Duchamp as a Blue Chip CEO
powder coated steel stool, kevlar carbon tri spoke road bike wheel
150 x 60 x 43 cm
$7,500

NAT THOMAS

Australian Treasurers (1905 – Present)
acrylic on paper
76 x 64 cm
$900
⬤

VICTORIA TODOROV

Victoria Todorov is an interdisciplinary artist based in Melbourne, Australia. Her work includes installation, video, sculpture and
painting and draws inﬂuence from communities online and her position between these and the art world.
Often working with non-traditional, garish palettes, Todorov builds textural surfaces that combine found text, collage and ﬁgural
elements that reﬂect the constant inﬂux of images and things as infotainment. With comedic undertones, Todorov tests the
cyborgian leaky distinctions between woman and machine, nature and technology, self and other, life and art under
technocapitalism.
From media spectacles and internet subcommunities, to cinema and celebrity, Todorov collects cultural artifacts in an online
vernacular that harnesses the tension between public personae and private emotions of desire, despair, joy, connection and
alienation. At once personal and impersonal, her unique visual language is chaotic and oftentimes abrasive and works to
interrogate notions of performativity, accessibility, expectation and failure by using and abusing the ‘contemporary art lexicon’ from
an outsider’s perspective.
Todorov studied fashion design at RMIT and worked in the industry as a creative consultant before producing three collections
under her own label, TODOROV. She has since exhibited at Melbourne galleries West Space, TCB, Discordia, Punk Café and
Bossy’s Gallery and her work is held in private collections Australia-wide. Full CV here.

VICTORIA TODOROV

Ultra
oil on canvas
59 x 84 cm
$1,600

MICHELLE USSHER

Michelle Ussher’s work is motivated by an ongoing interest in how an image, form or sound can communicate the subjective and
conditional nature of perception. With a preference for oil painting, ceramics and opera, her practice is concerned with
reorganising the symbolic order of ‘things’, which offers a new perspective to their re-imagining and transformation. Images and
narratives transcending time inform the work, such as contemporary reiterations of historic representations of intimacy, and
symbolic representations of the female and sexuality. Read more about this work and Ussher’s practice here.
Michelle holds a Masters of Aesthetics and Art History, Centre of Research in European Philosophy, Kingston University, and a BA
of Arts Honours Fine Arts (Drawing), Victorian College of the Arts, Melbourne, BA of Arts Fine Arts (Painting), Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology, and a BA of Arts Industrial Design, University of Newcastle. Michelle established the artist initiative
Clubsproject.inc in Fitzroy, Melbourne. Her recent exhibitions include: Michelle Ussher, Art Gallery of Western Australia, Perth;
Medusa’s Room, STATION, Melbourne; Yellow Eyes Burn and Return, TarraWarra Museum of Art, Victoria; TarraWarra Biennial
2018: From Will to Form, curated by Emily McCormack, TarraWarra Museum of Art, Healesville; Out of the ordinary, Art Gallery of
New South Wales, Sydney; Dancing Umbrellas: an exhibition of colour and light, Heide Museum of Modern Art, Melbourne;
Melbourne Now, National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; Adelaide Biennial, Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide; I Walk the Line:
New Australian Drawing, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney; Primavera 2005, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney. Michelle
Ussher is represented by STATION. Full CV here.

MICHELLE USSHER

Tart and Bollocks
bleach, acrylic, embroidered silk on dyed linen
61 x 51 cm
$4,200

ISADORA VAUGHAN

Isadora Vaughan’s practice experiments with material presenting it as geological, temporal, associative and emotional. Her works
manifest out of a chaotic exploratory process into basic states of matter and a desire to personalise, dislocate, and disrupt
traditional material hierarchies. Interests in biodegradable materials, biofuels, algae and permaculture, as well as material
intelligence, and the interdependence of human and non-human life inform her process-based and research-driven practice.
Vaughan’s immersive environments, and stand-alone sculptural works are characterised by the tension between materiality and
form, and often bring together ready-made and industrial objects with rich organic matter. In realising her process-driven large-scale
sculptural forms, Isadora Vaughan reconsiders the basic properties of materials and their capacity to suggest meaning beyond
themselves—poetic, political, organic or otherwise.
A Melbourne based artist, Vaughan studied at the Victorian College of the Arts obtaining a Bachelor of Fine Art with Honours.
Exhibiting widely across Australia including the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art and the Art Gallery of South Australia.
Isadora Vaughan is represented by STATION. Full CV here.

ISADORA VAUGHAN

Dial
bronze
20.5 cm diameter
$1,400

EMMA WALKER

These works are small expressions of a woman who, after years of struggle, has come to feel at
peace with herself and the world in which she exists. It is an invitation for the viewer to observe
quietly, experience stillness and the sanctuary that we all have within us.
Emma Walker consistently and evocatively engages with both the natural world and the world within. Her works emerge slowly and
intuitively through a range of experimental processes. Carving, sanding, layering, grinding, glazing, dripping and scratching into
plywood, the artist creates unique sculptural wall paintings. For the exhibition, I AM HERE, Walker has considered the challenges
and blessings that 2020 offered. From fear and uncertainty came powerful revelations about what was of true importance. A
longing for simplicity and calm resulted in a conscious reconsideration of her studio practice. Pairing back her processes and
palette and focussing more on form and tactility allowed Walker to once again follow her instincts, allowing a distilled tranquillity to
emerge.
Walker holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the National Art School, Sydney, and has studied in Italy. She was a ﬁnalist in the
Paddington Art Prize (2017, 2013, 2010, 2008) and winner of the prestigious Jacaranda Acquisitive Drawing Award (2014) and
winner of the Waterhouse prize in 2020. Walker has held numerous exhibitions in both Sydney and Melbourne, and her work
features in several major public and corporate collections including Macquarie Bank, Australian Club, Sydney, Lismore Regional
Gallery, Tweed Regional Gallery & Margaret Olley Art Centre and Tamworth Regional Gallery, in addition to various private
collections in Australia, Indonesia, Netherlands, Hong Kong, the UK and the US. Emma Walker is represented by Arthouse Gallery,
Sydney. Full CV here.

Photograph by Lisa Sorgini

EMMA WALKER

Asa (Hope)
gesso, acrylic polymer and wax on ply
30 x 30 cm
$3,000
⬤

EMMA WALKER

Asa (Hope) II
gesso, acrylic polymer and wax on ply
62 x 60 cm
$6,200
⬤

ALICE WORMALD

Alice Wormald creates fragmented and speculative paintings derived from collaged source imagery. Her work is directed by an
interest in the formal and tactile qualities of the printed image and an engagement with the painted surface as an illusionistic and
experimental space. She proposes visual conversations between colour, texture, pattern and form, and the works become
ambiguous pictures about information, connection and categorisation.
Reﬂecting on ideas of sentimentality, memory and the meaning we ascribe to objects, Wormald’s work inhabits an ambiguous
space which is deliberate in its concealment of information and context.
A Melbourne based artist, Wormald has held numerous solo exhibitions in Melbourne and Sydney, most recently Uncertain Circle
at Gallery 9, Sydney in May 2020. Her work has received funding from Creative Victoria and she has exhibited in art fairs, ARIs and
public galleries since graduating from the Victorian College of the Arts in 2011. Wormald’s work has been a ﬁnalist in many prizes
including Geelong Contemporary Art Prize, John Leslie Prize and Albany Art Prize. Her work is held in numerous collections including
Artbank and Macquarie Group. Wormald is represented by Daine Singer, Melbourne and Gallery 9, Sydney. Full CV here.

ALICE WORMALD

Precious Objects
oil on linen
84 x 69 cm (framed)
$3,400

66 McLachlan Avenue
Rushcutters Bay NSW 2011
+61 2 9332 1019
contact@arthousegallery.com.au
SAMANTHA EVERTON Birthday Wish (S/P) (detail), pigment ink on cotton rag, 106 x 118 cm (framed)
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